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Introduction 
 

Shopping is one of the most common and frequent activities in everyone’s life. There are 

a plethora of ways to shop using multiple channels either in-store or online. E-commerce 

has demonstrated an increased growth in the retail market, amounting to a 16% share of 

the total retail sales in 2019, up from 14.4% in 2018 [1]. Also, in 2020, COVID 19 has 

exponentially increased online shopping. The growth of online shopping has represented a 

significant change in consumer shopping behavior. An increased number of people now prefer to 

shop online rather than in brick and mortar for numerous reasons. The ability to shop 24/7, to 

compare prices, to save time, the convenience of not physically visiting a shop, increased variety, 

more selections, to avoid crowds are but a few of the reasons for this activity. However, in the 

case of home furniture and interior design, consumers still prefer to visit multiple brick and 

mortar stores to see, touch, feel and try out items before making a final purchase either at the 

store or back online. When it comes to designing their homes, people often move between digital 

and physical browsing channels [2]. Any bad decision made in any of these channels leads to a 

bad overall shopping experience.  

 

Buyer’s remorse is one of the most common emotions associated with furniture shopping, as 

furniture shopping is an expensive and time-consuming process. People often become anxious 

after purchasing inappropriate and expensive furniture for their homes. When people make 

inappropriate purchases, they either compromise or tend to return the products. The “2019 

Consumer Returns in the Retail Industry” report states that the sum of returned products in the 

United States in 2018 was $309 billion [3]. Returns are stressful for retailers as they have to pay 

high costs to process returns in terms of staff and resources. Also, the products returned or 

exchanged are usually damaged and cannot be easily resold. In order to cover the losses, 

manufacturers, and retailers increase the price of the products including furniture. This creates a 

loop between customers and retailers as due to the wrong purchase of expensive products, they 

return the product and retailers increase the prices to balance the losses. This emphasizes the 

need to enhance the furniture shopping experience and increase customer satisfaction which 

would also, in turn, reduce furniture returns in the retail industry. 
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A typical furniture shopping journey has multiple stages. The purpose of this research is to 

identify the needs, goals of consumers, and the issues they face in their furniture shopping 

journey. Connecting the dots between each stage of their shopping journey, this thesis hopes to 

design a seamless experience. Throughout this project, I have followed 5 steps of the design 

thinking process developed by the Hasso-Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford (d. school) [4]. 

The five steps are Research, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and test.  

Chapter 1 Secondary Research 
 

1.1 Background 

In the past two decades, E-Commerce has revolutionized retail industries. It has demonstrated an 

increased growth in the retail market, amounting to a 16% share of the total retail sales in 2019, 

up from 14.4% in 2018 [1]. However, the total value of returned products in the United States in 

2018 was $309 billion, and online shopping returns accounted for $41 billion [3]. Moreover, 

50% of the returned products were expensive products and furniture comes under this category 

[5]. 

 

Returns have become the new normal for shoppers. 62% of the shoppers would buy again from a 

company that offers free returns for their products [6]. Due to this consumer shopping behavior, 

the majority of retailers are making free returns and shipping to make profits while increasing the 

prices of the products. Retailers are increasing the space of their inventory and hiring more 

workers to handle returned products. Some of the brands also offer flat shipping fees which 

means no matter how large the order is, the shipping fee remains constant. Moreover, some 

companies have a 7-day return period, and some companies like Ikea offer a 365-day return 

policy. People can use the furniture in their space and can return it within a year to receive a full 

refund [7].  

 

Consumers take huge advantage of this free shipping, exchange, and flat-rate policy provided by 

retail companies. There are various reasons why people return products such as substandard 

quality, inappropriate color, or wrong size. However, according to data from Narvar, 41% of 

people buy multiple products with the intention of returning [8]. Some people try to replicate the 
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experience they get in brick and mortar stores by ordering multiple sizes and color of a product, 

pick the one that suits their needs and return the rest [8]. Some people face difficulties in 

visualizing how a product will look in combination with other products they have and therefore 

they buy multiple products and return the ones they do not like. This results in major losses to 

retailers. Retailers have to pay for receiving, sorting, and repackaging of usable goods for 

reselling the returned products. Moreover, they have to handle the expenses of merchandise that 

cannot be resold. Due to this, some retailers adjust the prices of the products to maintain business 

margins and some incur huge losses. 

 

1.2 Consumers buying behavior for home furniture 

Houzz, which is a leading online platform for home designing and remodeling, surveyed in 2017 

and gathered information from close to 107,000 registered users of Houzz. According to its 

research report, homeowners are increasingly spending on home renovation and interior design 

[9]. Moreover, they found out that homeowners usually take a year to finish a home renovation 

project (Figure 1-1).  

 

 

 
Figure 1-1 Average length of projects (Image by Houzz Inc. 2017) 
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1.2.1 Shoppers’ micro-moments 

 

According to research done by Think with Google, every shopper goes through 4 shopping 

micro-moments, however, the type varies with each retail category [10]. When designing or 

decorating the house, customers go through the following micro-moments: 

“I need some ideas” moments: During this time, customers do extensive online research and 

browse multiple stores to touch and feel the furniture. Think with Google states that customers 

rely heavily on online browsing to get inspiration and knowledge.  

“What is best for my space” moments: In this phase, shoppers fine-tune their style preference 

by browsing multiple styles suitable for their space from different brands. Image search is the 

most common activity performed by shoppers during this time. 

“Am I getting the best value” moments: Shoppers are highly influenced by deals and discounts 

offered by retailers. They spend significant time to compare prices and decide on a budget to 

make sure they are getting the best deal. 

“I want to buy it” moments: In this stage, people either shop online or through the store. 

Shopping activity in today’s modern world does not end when the mall closes. An increasing 

number of people prefer to shop online whether through web or mobile. Even if people prefer to 

visit stores to touch and feel furniture, they do not hesitate to purchase online once they finally 

make their selections [10]. 

To create products that could best serve customers, it is important to address the issues or 

requirements customers have during the above shopping moments. 

 

1.2.2 Shoppers’ buying behavior across multiple channels 

 

Channels are the numerous ways that shoppers can access information online or in-person by 

visiting retail outlets. According to the Pew Research Center, 65% of online shoppers still prefer 

to go to brick and mortar stores for multiple reasons [11]. This was also mentioned by Time 

Trade’s survey that in-store promotions and sales associates, who assist customers in choosing 

designs, were pointed out as the top reasons for physical store visits [12]. Tech-savvy people use 
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mobile devices in stores to support their shopping experience. A number of years back, the use of 

mobile devices in traditional shopping (in-store) was limited to taking photos or calling a friend 

for advice. Nowadays, consumers are also using mobile devices to browse prices, to find 

alternate options of products, and to write notes for future reference. Studies have proven that the 

use of mobile devices in stores distracts people from the point of purchase products that retailers 

intentionally keep at checkouts and other places to attract customers. “Mobile Blinders” is the 

term used when people get completely involved in their mobile devices while shopping, during 

checkout, or other places [13]. These people get so engrossed in their devices, that they don’t 

notice things around them especially during checkouts and they don’t pay much attention to the 

impulse display racks at supermarkets or retail stores.  

 

Retailers who utilize this habit of customers can divert them from their traditional shopping loop. 

In the home furniture retail industry, mobile phone usage in-store can allow customers to view 

multiple options available for the same product in-store. Also, it can allow people to compare 

different products more easily.  

 

Todays’ shoppers are much more informed about the products they are looking to purchase as 

they have access to detailed information about companies, products, and product reviews online, 

which educates them about products before making any purchase. If shoppers want to have their 

designs reviewed by in-store design consultants, these consultants need to be highly educated 

about products in order to respond to shopper’s needs.  

 

Even though there are numerous product choices available in the market place and several ways 

to shop, a large number of people face buyer’s remorse. Psychologist, Barry Schwartz points out 

that it is a myth that large number of choices in product selection are better. Too many choices 

lower satisfaction because it increases time and effort in selecting furniture, and produces high 

expectations and anxiety [14].  

 

Literature on multichannel marketing shows that consumers who shop using multiple channels 

are more satisfied than shoppers who use only one channel [15]. With multiple channels 

available, consumers either pursue showrooming, which is browsing in-store and purchasing 
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online, or webrooming, which is browsing online and purchasing in store [16]. According to 

Nicole Ponder, 76% of people prefer to visit multiple stores before they choose furniture. They 

are willing to spend a considerable amount of time to find a piece of furniture that best suits their 

space and also within their budget [17]. Research conducted by Furniture World shows that 

around 90% of furniture purchases made by shoppers are planned (Figure 1-2). 9/10 people like 

to do extensive research before finalizing [18].   

 

 

 
Figure 1-2. Consumer preparation process for purchasing furniture (Data from Furniture World magazine) 

 

 

If consumers spend time, effort, and do their homework judiciously in selecting furniture and if 

proper tools are available to them to compare and visualize furniture from multiple stores, then 

chances of buyer’s remorse can be diminished. This can also greatly help in reducing returns of 

furniture, which would be beneficial for both customers and retailers.  

 

When designing homes, people often move between digital and physical browsing channels 

which take a lot of time to plan. They research online and visit stores to gather ideas or compare 

products in terms of style and prices. According to the research report by “Furniture World”, on 

an average basis, a person buys furniture once in 4 years and so they tend to do a thorough study 

before purchasing. Another important factor is that people browse multiple websites online to 

gather inspiration and visit an average of 3.2 stores before purchasing [18]. Customers usually do 

not buy everything from one store (Figure1-3). 
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Figure 1-3. Number of stores visited by furniture shoppers before finalizing furniture (Data by Furniture world) 

 

 

To summarize, consumers purchase from multiple stores and spend a lot of time to try to 

visualize and compare furniture from various stores which can also fit their budget. 

Therefore, it is crucial for shoppers to have access to appropriate tools that can help them 

ease their planning process before making a purchase.  

 

1.3 What companies are doing to meet the demand of modern-day 

consumers? 

 

Shopping has evolved from single channels to multiple channels. As customers prefer to shop 

using multiple channels and devices, it has become crucial to leverage these interactions to 

satisfy their needs. Lately, the focus of retailers has been on a Multi-channel approach to sales. 

Now with increased customer expectations from brands, it has become vital for retailers to 

provide omnichannel experiences to the customers. When customers have a unique experience 

between all brand touchpoints (in-store, website, mobile app, social media, etc.), it is called a 

multi-channel experience. Omnichannel experience is creating a unified and uninterrupted 

experience between all the different channels or points of interactions between customers and 

retail brands [19]. When shoppers move from one device (e.g. mobile) to another device (e.g. 

laptop), they should be able to resume from where they left previously rather than starting it all 

over again. To effectively adapt to an omnichannel strategy in business, retailers should provide 
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a unified user experience across websites, mobile apps, social media, in-store, messaging, and 

many more. 

 

1.3.1 Omni Channel strategies by companies 

 

Several brands have adopted omnichannel strategies. Not all brands deal with furniture shopping, 

but, insights can be learned from their experience. Disney is a good example of a company that 

has adopted this experience extensively. The experience begins with its mobile responsive 

website to book the trip. Once the trip is booked, the Disney web and mobile app can be used to 

plan the entire trip to Disney, right from selecting restaurants to getting a fast pass for rides. In 

the park, the mobile app allows a person to locate the attractions as well as to find out the wait 

time for rides. Disney’s Magic Band acts as a hotel room key, photo storage device, and food 

ordering tool. It also has fast pass integration which can be used when you can’t use a mobile 

app (due to various reasons like no network, no battery, etc.). All these channels provide a 

holistic experience to Disney’s customers (Figure 1-4).  

 

 
Figure 1-4. Disney's omnichannel experience on desktop, tablet and mobile. (Image by Hubspot) 

Source: https://blog.hubspot.com/service/omni-channel-experience 

 

 

In the furniture sector, Ikea is one of the companies using omnichannel methodologies. Ikea tries 

to incorporate seamless experiences by creating a mobile app that can help users browse 

effectively in-store. The app is made to make the in-store experience smooth. People can browse 

https://blog.hubspot.com/service/omni-channel-experience
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online at home and make a shopping list in the app itself. While visiting the store, they can use 

the shopping list to continue the research, they can also scan products to add to their shopping 

list, and can go ahead to self-checkout to purchase products. People can also create an account 

online and can use any of the computer systems in Ikea to develop 3D models of their space with 

the help of design assistants. They can resume working on the same 3D model in their mobile 

app or any other device which supports the file format. 

 

Customers’ expectations in visiting a store have become more than just going there to buy 

products. Shoppers now demand an experience from the stores [20]. Retailers are trying to 

incorporate both omnichannel strategy and experiential design in their customer experience 

goals. The use of mobile apps in the store has been observed and the retailers are attempting to 

make their online and in-store experience seamless using the mobile app. Nike is one of the first 

companies that has adopted an omnichannel and experiential design strategies for its flagship 

store in New York [21]. It allows people to use Nike’s mobile app in-store and to experience 

Nike’s products in a variety of ways. The ability to customize the products and the option to chat 

with the designers are some of the customer experience related features. This strategy has been 

adopted by home furniture retail stores such as Restoration Hardware (RH). RH has developed 

experiential stores and in-store restaurants that allow people to dine-in at the store itself and use 

the furniture in a way they would use at their homes [22]. They have also added a variety of 

features on their website which support this experience. One of the features is the ability for 

customers to add furniture to the virtual cart online (on the website) and being able to directly 

open the virtual cart in the store for purchase.  

 

1.3.2 Technologies in Furniture shopping 

 

With the shifting behavior of customers from a single-channel to multi-channel to omnichannel 

platforms, companies are experimenting with various tools to keep consumers engaged with their 

brand. They are leveraging technologies such as Augmented Reality (AR) to provide a 

personalized experience to shoppers and to simplify their decision making. AR is a technology 

that overlays information on top of the digital representation of the user’s own physical 

environment [23]. Sephora’s Augmented Reality E-commerce experience provides an immersive 
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experience to shoppers as they can try makeup products on a digital representation of themselves 

before purchasing [24]. Similarly, in the home furniture industry, the “Ikea Place” app is using 

augmented reality to allow people to see the products in a digital representation of their own 

space before purchasing it (Figure 1-5). This allows users to see the products in their own space 

and visualize it before buying expensive furniture [25]. 

 

 
Figure 1-5. Ikea Place AR app (Image by Ikea) 

Source: https://www.ikea.com/ms/en_JP/this-is-ikea/ikea-highlights/2017/ikea-place-app/index.html 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ikea.com/ms/en_JP/this-is-ikea/ikea-highlights/2017/ikea-place-app/index.html
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Figure 1-6. Natuzzi's Augmented store for VR shopping (Image by Dezeen) 

Source: https://www.dezeen.com/2019/08/05/natuzzi-augmented-store-virtual-reality-interiors-retail/ 

 

 

 

Companies are also setting up VR booths in stores that allow consumers to see their furniture 

selections in their own space. Natuzzi, an Italian furniture brand, has launched a Virtual Reality 

(VR) shopping experience [26]. The brand’s store lets shoppers enter a digital rendering of their 

own home in VR and decorate it with Natuzzi’s furniture (Figure 1-6). Customers wear 

Microsoft's HoloLens headset to interact with the home-like space in a digital environment, 

move products around, change patterns, or colours. (Figure 1-7). 

 

https://www.dezeen.com/2019/08/05/natuzzi-augmented-store-virtual-reality-interiors-retail/
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Figure 1-7. Natuzzi's Augmented store for VR shopping (Image by Dezeen) 

Source: https://www.dezeen.com/2019/08/05/natuzzi-augmented-store-virtual-reality-interiors-retail/ 

 

 

 

To enhance the in-store experience many retailers are increasingly investing in hiring interior 

designers as design consultants who can educate walk-in customers about their products and help 

clear up doubts they might have. Design consultants suggest products to shoppers according to 

their space and requirements.  

 

Some furniture retailers are also using 3D configurator apps in the store which allows buyers to 

see all possible variations of a product in one place digitally without going through a lot of 

different images [27]. Shoppers can drag and drop colors or can customize the furniture 

themselves. The configurator easily shows the price to the shopper as per customization which 

reduces the work of salespeople and gives more independence to shoppers (Figure 1-8).  

 

 

 

https://www.dezeen.com/2019/08/05/natuzzi-augmented-store-virtual-reality-interiors-retail/
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Figure 1-8. 3D furniture configuration app at IMM 2018 

Source: https://blog.vakoms.com/imm-2018-technology-trends-in-furniture-industry/ 

 

 

 

2D floor plans are difficult to understand and visualize for non-designers. 3D models make it 

easy for the clients to visualize their space and understand the size & style they require for 

furniture (Figure 1-9).  

 

Because of this, some retailers also use space planning apps that can help convert 2D blueprints 

of the house into 3D models to give a realistic impression of how the whole room or house will 

look [27]. The company can then add their own 3D products in the space to show how furniture 

will look in the client’s own space.  

 

 

 

 

https://blog.vakoms.com/imm-2018-technology-trends-in-furniture-industry/
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Figure 1-9.3D space planner app at IMM 2018 

Source: https://blog.vakoms.com/imm-2018-technology-trends-in-furniture-industry/ 

 

 

Furniture brands show various colors of a single product on their website. This allows shoppers 

to choose from various colors and visualize furniture in their space.  

 

To help them visualize how a particular furniture product for example a bed will look with a 

nightstand, they show entire room images. This helps customers understand the overall look of 

the space and also acts as an inspiration for their own space. 

 

E-commerce stores such as Wayfair allow customers to browse furniture from thousands of 

stores. They also have room ideas in which customers can select the products to purchase 

directly from the room settings by clicking on the tag icon placed on each furniture item. This 

helps customers to visualize how particular furniture will look with the rest of the furniture 

provided in a Wayfair room catalog (Figure 1-10).  

 

 

 

https://blog.vakoms.com/imm-2018-technology-trends-in-furniture-industry/
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Figure 1-10. Wayfair Room Ideas (Image from Wayfair) 

Source: https://www.wayfair.ca/shop-the-look/sl0 

 

 

 

 

Target also uses various ways to help customers visualize its furniture in the space and make 

them more confident about shopping. They came up with 360-degree shoppable rooms that allow 

customers to view the room from all angles in just one image using a dragging option. This again 

is an approach designed to make customers more confident about purchasing a product (Figure 

1-11). 

 

 

 

https://www.wayfair.ca/shop-the-look/sl0
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Figure 1-11. 360 degree shoppable rooms (Image from Target) 

Source: https://www.target.com/c/360-degree-shoppable-rooms/-/N-mng3h?Nao=0 

 

 

 

 

Furniture companies are aware of shoppers’ omnichannel buying behavior. They know that 

shoppers do extensive browsing online before visiting a store and the majority of shoppers 

purchase online. To support this behavior, they are also investing in enhancing the e-commerce 

checkout experience. The checkout experience includes various features on their websites such 

as automated inventory updating, coupon creator, and chatbots or live chats. 

 

Amazon, Target, Wayfair, Ikea, and many more furniture shopping brands are exploring 

emerging technologies to make shoppers more confident while buying. 3D modeling, augmented 

reality, virtual reality and various other technologies are continuously being explored to increase 

customer satisfaction and to reduce returns.  

 

1.3.3 Competitive analysis 

 

I conducted a competitive analysis to understand what brands are currently doing to enhance the 

shopping experience. This analysis was done to better understand the opportunity areas to further 

explore. (Figure 1-12) 

https://www.target.com/c/360-degree-shoppable-rooms/-/N-mng3h?Nao=0
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Figure 1-12. Created competitive analysis to identify opportunity areas 

 

 

 

 

When comparing what shoppers need from section 1.2 and what companies are offering from the 

above competitive analysis, it was found that there is a gap that has not been addressed. 

 

Shoppers shop from multiple stores. They struggle to visualize & compare furniture from 

several stores. However, the majority of the companies including Ikea allow shoppers to 

select and visualize products available only in their stores.  

 

Moreover, Ikea’s place app does not provide a realistic rendering of multiple items of furniture in 

a space. Wayfair allows shoppers to browse from thousands of stores in one place. However, 

they are also limited to their products. Home Design & Decor and Overstock allow shoppers to 

compare furniture from multiple stores, but they do not let the shoppers visualize multiple pieces 
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of furniture together or compare various products, which is what people want as per their ideal 

shopping journey (as described in section 1.2). 

 

Problem 

People shop from multiple stores and struggle to visualize & compare furniture from those 

stores. However, companies are using technology like VR, AR only to help shoppers visualize 

products available in their stores. Hence, this is the gap in the current market which I decided to 

further explore. 

 

Current solutions for this problem 

Interior designers can bridge the gap by creating mood boards and 3D renderings of products 

from multiple stores for shoppers, which can help shoppers compare various products and 

visualize their future home design before making a purchase. Experienced interior designers 

have immense knowledge of the furniture market and can easily suggest options to shoppers as 

per their needs. This reduces returns and, in turn, reduces stress on both retailers and shoppers. 

Interior designers provide both online and offline services. However, hiring an interior designer 

is expensive, and not every person can afford to do this.  

 

Modsy, a 3D modeling furniture service app, allows shoppers to select products from various 

stores available in their collection and create 3D models of the home on their own [28]. Their 

premium service includes having their in-house designer design a 3D model of the client’s space 

based on the selections made by the clients. However, they have connections with very few 

furniture brands which restricts the user to a limited product catalog.  

 

This gap needs to be explored further to identify the solutions which could improve design 

outcomes and reduce the possibility of buyer’s remorse and, in turn, reduce returns. 

 

People are concerned about overspending in their home designing journey. A study has shown 

that GenY or Millennials are less experienced in shopping for furniture, refer to multiple 

resources before selecting furniture for their home, and tend to have greater cognitive dissonance 

compared to older people [17]. Therefore, for this project, I decided to design for people between 
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the age of 25-45 and as such conducted further research with that age group to explore the 

problem in detail and identify opportunities. 

 

Chapter 2 Primary research 
 

To further validate the unclear meaning, I decided to conduct primary research using qualitative 

and quantitative methods. 

Ethics approval was granted to me for this research. The ethics application can be viewed in the 

Appendices section at the end. 

 

For the qualitative analysis, I have conducted interviews and observations. For quantitative 

analysis, I have conducted surveys. 

 

2.1 User Interviews 

 

I conducted 9 one on one interviews with persons from various backgrounds and between the 

ages of 25-45 years. The goals of the interviews were to understand the general attitude of people 

towards furniture shopping, to discuss if and what apps people currently use to support their 

furniture shopping, what they enjoy, and what they desire in their ideal shopping experience. I 

used open and non-leading questions to help participants talk more and provide more details in 

their answers.  

Following are the questions used in the interviews: 

 When was the last time you bought furniture for your house and what was the occasion?  

 What is your typical home furniture shopping journey? 

 Where do you usually take inspiration/references from? 

 What is your process of finalizing the outlet to buy furniture from? 

 What are the challenges you face while shopping for home furniture for your house? 

 Have you ever experienced buyer’s remorse after purchasing furniture? If yes, what was 

the reason? 

 How do you think your furniture shopping experience can be improved? 
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2.2 Ethnographic research  

One-on-one interviews can assist in gaining insights from the people I am planning to design for.  

However, people sometimes do not necessarily say or convey what they need or what they 

actually do. People forget a lot of the steps they go through and these missed elements cannot be 

found through interviews alone. To understand more about how people, do the things that they 

do, I conducted ethnographic research at Restoration Hardware which is a luxury retail store in 

Edmonton. I observed people in the store to understand how they shop for furniture. 

 

2.3 Synthesizing research: Empathy Map 

 

Based on the above qualitative research, I created an empathy map that shows what users said, 

did, felt, and thought during their furniture shopping journey (Figure 2-1). 

Figure 2-1 Empathy map to synthesize research 
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2.4 Survey 

From the qualitative research, I found out why people do what they do. To also understand how 

many people are actually doing what they say they are doing, I decided to conduct user survey 

with 40 participants. 

  

Following are the survey results: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2-2 Results of survey conducted with 40 participants 
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2.5 Synthesizing research: Affinity diagram 

 

Affinity mapping is a recognized research synthesizing method which helps bundle groups of 

information by drawing connections between research insights [29]. With the insights gathered 

from interviews, observations, and surveys, I initially recorded everything on the sticky notes 

and then found out common patterns in the information to form clusters or groups. This has 

helped me to create user personas. 

 

Figure 2-3 Affinity mapping process 
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Figure 2-4. Affinity mapping, finding patterns to form clusters of information 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-5 Data collected to create affinity map 
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2.6 User Persona 

Based on both qualitative and quantitative research, I recognized 3 key user types: 

 

1. Those who have little or limited knowledge in interior design and they have hired an interior 

designer to design their house and help then make selections. 

2. Those who know a little about design and have designed everything on their own. 

3. Those who have significant amounts of knowledge about design, and have designed 

everything on their own. 

 

I created user personas for which I can design solutions.  

 
Figure 2-6. User persona 1(Profile image by Adobe XD UI faces plugin) 
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Figure 2-7. User persona 2. (Profile image by Adobe XD UI faces plugin) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-8 User persona 3. (Profile image by Adobe XD UI faces plugin) 
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2.7 Journey Map 

Based on the personas I created, I mapped out a furniture shopping journey of the users. This 

helped me identify opportunity areas at each stage of the shopping journey.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-9. Customer journey map created to identify problem areas at each stage of shopping journey 
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2.8 Insights 

After analyzing the data from affinity map and journey map, I was able to categorize the insights 

into these 3 major categories 

 

 
Figure 2-10 Insights from Primary and Secondary research 

 

 

Chapter 3 Designing Solutions 
 

3.1 User Goals  

Based on the above insights, I decided to focus on three main user goals: 

 

1. To organize the furniture browsing and selection process. 

2. To visualize and compare furniture from multiple stores 

3. To easily collaborate with other people 
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To meet these goals, I decided to design a web application that would support user’s online 

browsing process and a mobile application which would support user’s in-store shopping 

experience. 

 

3.2 Design Inspiration 

 

I browsed various home design & decor apps and decided to name my app SPACES. This name 

is related to other standard design apps and can help users easily identify that the app is related to 

home furniture or interior design while browsing in App store or Google play store.  

 

SPACES is a project management app for home owners who are looking to purchase 

furniture to design their home.  

 

Therefore, to get inspiration for my designs, I researched some of the top project management 

apps used in tech companies to manage teams or documents.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-1. Companies that inspired me. (All the images are taken from multiple sources on Google.)  

 

I noted down all the interactions I perceived that fit my app requirements and the features that 

can be designed to solve problems in home furniture shopping.  
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3.3 Brainstorming   

I brainstormed solutions based on the app goals mentioned in section 3.1. I came up with 30+ 

ideas and using IBM Prioritization grid [30], I selected the features to be used in the app.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Selecting features for app 

Figure 3-2 Solution-Features list 
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3.4 Assumptions, limitations and trade-offs 

Assumption 

I assumed that the furniture companies will have all the images of furniture available in various 

color combinations in their product catalog or can create images on customer’s demand.  

 

Limitation 

To keep the experience simple for the users and easier to develop for businesses for the first 

version, I have not included several features in my design (for the first version) which can be 

beneficial for the users such as:  

 

1. Using an app scanner to directly extract information from printed material and autofill it in the 

image details section. 

2. Use various Photoshop-like easy filters to edit colors of the images in moodboards itself 

3. Measuring tool inbuilt in the app to measure spaces. 

4. Currently supporting only CAD and USD. 

5. Currently supporting only alphanumeric characters in the English language.  

 

Trade-offs 

People can give feedback on moodboard as a guest without signing in to account. This is done to 

make it easier for users to receive feedback from multiple people. This initially may not increase 

sign-ups but will make several other people aware of the app who may eventually sign up to the 

account and thereby increasing its business value. 

 

 

3.5 Story Board 

To better understand how people are going to use my app, I created a story board which 

essentially shows the major steps users will go through in their furniture shopping journey and 

how my app can benefit them.  
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Figure 3-4 Story board 
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3.6  Web app Design 

3.6.1 User Flow 

I have created a user flow to understand the step by step process of how the user will accomplish 

the task using the app.  

 

 
Figure 3-5 User flow 
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3.6.2 Conceptualization 

Based on the following goals which I also stated in section 3.5, I developed quick sketches of the 

features I selected in section 3.3 and then created digital wireframes. 

 

Three main user goals: 

 
1. To organize the furniture browsing and selection process. 

2. To visualize and compare furniture from multiple stores 

3. To easily collaborate with other people 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-6 Rough sketches created during ideation stage of web and mobile app design 

 

 

Iterations 

 

#Goal 1: To organize the furniture browsing and selection process. 

 

Iteration 1 (Figure 3-7) 

 

To achieve this goal, I started by dividing the web app into 3 main parts: Inspiration, Furniture, 

and Purchase. In the inspiration section, the user can collect inspiration images. In the furniture 
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section, the user can add furniture they are considering buying or planning to decide between 

various options. In the purchase section, the user can see the purchase list of the entire project to 

keep track of the product purchased for each room in the project. The user also has the ability to 

create a wish list for future purchase. Through my research, I found out that the budget plays an 

important role in selecting furniture for the room. Therefore, I added a feature to see the budget 

in the purchase section. 

 

When it comes to furniture shopping, people do extensive research online. To support their 

online browsing experience, I designed a web clipper. This web clipper can help them directly 

save images from the web to their inspiration or furniture moodboards instead of first saving 

them into the computer. Also, the web clipper allows the user to add details of the furniture while 

saving the image so that all the details remain in the same place.  

Figure 3-7 Organization: Iteration 1 
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Iteration 2 (Figure 3-8) 

 

After discussing my first iteration with the target users of my app and my supervisor, I made the 

following changes:  

 

The three tabs were a bit overwhelming for the users. Also, the purchasing section is essentially a 

part of the furniture tab. Therefore, instead of having three tabs in the navigation bar, I decided to 

combine the purchase and the furniture tabs. Moreover, in my first iteration of the purchase 

section, I showed the purchase lists of all the rooms in one place, assuming it will help users 

keep track of all the items they have purchased. However, instead of having the purchase list of 

all the rooms, I decided to keep only a room-specific purchase list to allow users to focus on one 

room. If the users want to quickly scan the items they have purchased for each room, they can 

see it on the dashboard.   

 

Moreover, instead of having to create two lists: purchase list and wish list, I decided to make the 

experience simple by allowing them to directly mark the items they want to purchase and the 

remaining items will be there in the detail section itself (as a wish list) until they delete it.   

 

After reflecting on my research insights, I found that budget is one of the most important factors 

for users when it comes to selecting furniture for the house, and so I decided to keep it on the 

dashboard for users to quickly track their budget for each room.  

 

 

 
Figure 3-8 Organization: Iteration 2 
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#Goal 2: To visualize and compare furniture from multiple stores 

 

Iteration 1 (Figure 3-9) 

 

In my research phase, I found out that people want a style guide or reference which can help 

them understand the style they like and want to incorporate in the interiors of their house. 

Therefore, I created a template section in the web app, which includes some of the most common 

interior styles which exist in the market. People can browse these templates to understand their 

style which can help them visualize the kind of furniture they want for their house.  

 

The most common behavior I observed when buying furniture is that people make various 

furniture combinations. They try to visualize how one piece will look with the rest of their other 

furniture. Therefore, I decided to keep various furniture options of the same category in the same 

grid box. Once the user hovers on any image, the left and right arrows will be visible and users 

can see how a particular furniture category is looking with other categories.  

 

In this iteration, I also worked on how users can compare various moodboards from the 

dashboard.   

 

Figure 3-9 Visualization: Iteration 1 
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Iteration 2 (Figure 3-10) 

 

To help people see images in the moodboard proportionally, I created a three-column grid. Users 

can resize the image as per their preference to visualize furniture items in proportion to other 

items.  

 

Also, as budget is an important factor for users when selecting furniture, when the users will 

make multiple furniture options in the furniture moodboard (using left and right arrows), the 

room price displayed above the moodboard will change as per the combinations. This will help 

users to not only see the individual prices of each item of furniture but also the overall price of 

the room before making their final selections.   

 

Also, I designed a feature to help users to toggle back and forth between various rooms to keep 

the design of the entire house in harmony.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-10 Visualization: Iteration 2. (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 
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#Goal 3: To easily collaborate with other people 

 

Iteration 1 (Figure 3-11) 

 

I designed a feature to allow the user to add more people to the project to collaborate with. This 

is designed such that if the users want to collaborate with family members or friends, then 

everyone can remain in sync for the design of the house. 

 

The activity panel is designed to help collaborators communicate about the project. The user can 

also share the link of the moodboard and receive feedback from people other than project 

collaborators. People who are giving feedback need to sign in to the app to provide feedback. 

 

In my initial iteration, I also added the option to create a moodboard of the images of the house 

after all the furniture has been bought. This final moodboard can be shared by the user on their 

social media profiles.   

 

 

 
Figure 3-11Collaboration: Iteration 1(Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 
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Iteration 2 (Figure 3-12) 

 

During the user interview stage of my project, I found out that users like to have opinions from 

various people on their furniture selections to make sure they are making the right decision. 

However, I found out that the majority of the people do not prefer to sign in to an app, just to 

provide feedback. To make it easier to provide feedback on the moodboard, I decided to allow 

people to sign in as a guest. This will help the users to receive feedback from a large number of 

people.  

 

Also, if the link will be shared with a large number of people for feedback, a lot of the people 

will become aware of the app and may consider signing up with the app which will generate 

additional business revenue for the app.   

 

Moreover, to make it easier to provide feedback on a specific part of an image, I designed a 

drop-pin function. People can drop the pin anywhere on the moodboard, and make comments. 

 

 
Figure 3-12 Collaboration: Iteration 2 
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3.6.3 Style Guide (Figure 3-13) 

 

Colour Scheme: I went with one colour theme for the application design. This allows the images 

of the furniture in the moodboards to not be dominated by the app’s colour. I chose purple as the 

colour for the app because according to colour psychology, purple is associated with royalty, 

luxury, and elegance [31]. As this app is helping people to enhance their lifestyle by 

incorporating furniture in their house to design interiors, I believe the colour suits the purpose of 

the app. 

Typography: I selected Helvetica Neue for the app design. Helvetica is a Sans serif font 

originally designed by Swiss typeface designer Max Miedinger [32]. It is a neutral font as it lies 

between modern and classic or elegant and relaxed. I wanted to keep a neutral font because 

people can have furniture or interior images in their moodboard of various styles and I did not 

want the font to influence the moodboard style people have created. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-13 Color and typeface chosen for web app 
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Chapter 4 High Fidelity prototype 
 

 

4.1 Web app 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4-1 Web app final design in laptop mockup 
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Home screen (Figure 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, 4-5) 

 

On the home screen, the user can keep a high-level track of all the projects. A user can see the 

number of items marked as purchases for each room and can track the budget (Figure 4-2). The 

user can add a new room to the existing project and assign a budget for it. Adding the budget can 

help users manage their budget effectively and can avoid going over budget for the entire house 

(Figure 4-3). (#Goal 1). 

 

On the left side panel, there are multiple resources that can help users to get familiar with the 

app. Also, the app will allow users to add multiple projects in the space, which can be quickly 

accessible from the side panel. The user also has the option to collaborate on the project with 

other people. This will allow the user to stay aligned with the style of the other collaborator 

(Figure 4-5). (#Goal 3) 

 

After the user works with this app for a while for planning furniture selections for various rooms 

of the project, the home page will allow the user to keep track of the status of each room. The 

user can track the number of items he purchased for each room, and the remaining amount left 

from his budget for each room (Figure 4-4). All the documents related to the project like plans, 

photos of the home, etc. can be added to the project for reference while selecting furniture.  
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Figure 4-2 Dashboard 

 

 

 
Figure 4-3 Adding room 
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Figure 4-4. Home page: Room added 

 
 

 
Figure 4-5 Adding collaborators 
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After the user clicks on the room, the user will see two options:  

1) To make an inspiration board by collecting all the inspirational images in one place. 

2) To make a furniture board, where the user can compare multiple furniture items and 

make final selections.  

 

Inspiration board (Figure 4-6) 

If the user wants to collect some inspiration before starting with the furniture board, they can 

start making the board by adding inspiration from various sources. There are multiple ways to 

collect inspiration. Users can collect inspiration from existing templates, or can browse online to 

collect inspiration. Once the user clicks on the room thumbnail, the grey grid will be displayed to 

give the user an idea of how the images will be displayed once they add the image.  

 

 

 
Figure 4-6. Inspiration moodboard 

 

 

Templates (Figure 4-7 and 4-8) 

If the user does not have any particular interior style in mind or wants to browse the existing 

collection, the template section can help them understand various interior styles existing in the 
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market and search for inspiration based on their preference. I have researched the interior market 

standards for the style names and used the same in the app so that it becomes easier for users to 

search for the same style on other websites. This also follows the rule “#4: Consistency and 

standards from heuristics evaluation by Neilson and Norman [33]. 

 

I have given a short description of each style in the template section to give a brief idea about the 

style to the users before they decide to open one. Once a particular style matches the users’ 

interest, they can open the style to see all the inspiration images related to that style. The users 

can add the images they like to the furniture board from here. 

 

 
Figure 4-7. Interior style templates. (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 
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Figure 4-8. Modern interior style template. (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 
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Spaces Clipper (Figure 4-9 and 4-10) 

The most common way to collect inspiration is by browsing online. While browsing online, users 

can use a feature called Spaces Clipper. Spaces Clipper is a chrome extension of this Spaces app, 

which lies in the tab bar once the user downloads the extension. When the user browses online, 

they can click on the Spaces Clipper and can select whatever image they get that was inspired by 

and it will directly get saved in their Spaces account. 

 

In the Spaces Clipper dialogue box, I have given the option to select the project, room, and 

board, to help users remain organized in the browsing process. (#Goal 1). 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-9 Space clipper: Add details (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 

 

 

Once the users select multiple images, all the inspiration images will be saved directly in the 

inspiration board (Figure 4-10). This inspiration board will be very useful for users when 

searching for furniture for their homes, as they can refer to this board when making actual 

furniture selections. This will help them keep on track (#Goal 1).  
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Figure 4-10. Inspiration board (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toggle between different rooms within the web app (Figure 4-11) 

Users have the option to toggle between multiple rooms to keep themselves on track with the 

style of the overall home and to keep all the styles in sync with each other. The “Hamburger” 

icon (which resembles a hamburger) is like a button in the websites or apps which mainly opens 

side navigation drawer (or side panel). The users can click on this icon (Figure 4-11) to expand a 

window (or side panel) which can help users to easily access moodboards of other spaces in the 

house. This can help them to easily see what style they have chosen for the rest of the rooms in 

the house to design in harmony. To give a sense of where the users are, the room is highlighted 

with a coloured border.  
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Figure 4-11. Toggle between spaces (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 

 

Notes and Activities (Figure 4-12, 4-13) 

The user also has the option to add notes. If other collaborators on the same project are adding 

images, the user will receive the notifications and can see all the activities in the activity panel.  

 

The user can open the notes and activity panel by clicking the icon on the right. The panel is 

expandable instead of fixed on the screen, as it is not required all the time. In this way, the mood 

board, which is the primary feature of the app, can have maximum screen space.  

 

In the activity section, the user can activate the pin to drop it on any image while asking for 

feedback from the collaborators of the project. This again enhances the engagement process 

between the collaborators (#Goal 3). 
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Figure 4-12. Notes (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 

 

 

 
Figure 4-13 Activity (Images in the web app design have been taken from multiple sources on Google) 
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Furniture board 

 

Once the users complete the inspiration board, they can proceed to create a furniture board 

whenever they plan to purchase furniture. 

 

Selecting furniture tags (Figure 4-14, 4-15). 

 

The users can select all the furniture items they are planning to buy. This will help the users filter 

various options later on in the process  

 

 

 
Figure 4-14. Furniture selection tags 
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Figure 4-15  Furniture categories selected 

 

 

Instead of asking the users to manually input the requirements, I have provided furniture tags to 

select from. The recognition rather than recall rule from Heuristics evaluation has been followed 

here [33]. This will reduce the cognitive load on the users, and they can quickly proceed to the 

next screen.  

 

Adding reference files 

I have provided the option for users to add any reference files like floor plans, furniture layout. 

This can help users to understand the types of furniture they want for a particular room. The 

reference files will be stored in the document folder of the project which can be accessed from 

the side panel on the home page (#Goal 1). 

 

 
Add images to furniture board 

The furniture board is designed similar to the inspiration board to maintain the consistency in the 

app (Figure 4-16). 
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Figure 4-16. Furniture moodboard 

 

 

The user can add images to the board in various ways such as from inspiration board, from 

websites or from a mobile app using the phone’s camera. 

 

Adding images while browsing online using Spaces Clipper (Figure 4-17, 4-18, 4-19, 4-20) 

According to primary and secondary research, the majority of people browse online to research 

for furniture. Therefore, Spaces Clipper can play a very important role in their browsing 

experience. Users can use Spaces Clipper to add the furniture selections in the furniture board as 

Spaces Clipper allows users to directly save all the information in the web app. This will save 

significant time for the user.  

 

All the essential information required by users when selecting furniture (found in primary and 

secondary research) has been added to the Spaces Clipper. This includes saving the image, the 

type of furniture, its cost, and the website. This can help users analyze and compare various 

furniture options using filters (described in the next section). 
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Figure 4-17. Spaces Clipper for furniture moodboard (Image inside the web app design has been taken from Pottery Barn) 

 

 

 
Figure 4-18. Spaces Clipper for furniture moodboard with details. (Image inside the web app has been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Figure 4-19 Spaces Clipper for furniture moodboard with details. (Image inside the web app has been taken from Pottery Barn) 

 

Once the users repeat this for all the furniture selections, all the images will directly be added to 

their furniture board (Figure 4-20). 

 

 
Figure 4-20. Furniture moodboard with images. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Enlarging and matching furniture with the rest of the furniture 

Another problem that was found during the primary and secondary research was that users face a 

hard time visualizing furniture from multiple stores. To help them visualize better, multiple 

options are provided. 

 

Once a user has added furniture selections to the furniture board, they can adjust the size as per 

their requirements (Figure 4-21). There are 3 scales of adjusting the size such that users can 

adjust the size to see everything in an appropriate proportion (#Goal 2).  

 

 

 
Figure 4-21. Furniture moodboard: Image size options. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Match style with the rest of the furniture (Figure 4-22, 4-23, 4-24) 

During the research, the users mentioned that they struggle in selecting from multiple furniture 

options of the same category (e.g. bed). To help them visualize options of one furniture category 

with other furniture categories, furniture tags have been provided.  When a user adds furniture to 

their furniture board, with the same tags (category), all the furniture with the same tag will be in 

the same frame and can be seen with the left and right arrows. This will allow users to see 

multiple combinations of furniture. (#Goal 2). 

 

 

 
Figure 4-22. Furniture moodboard: Multiple furniture options. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Figure 4-23 Furniture moodboard: Multiple furniture options and price filter.                                                                           

(Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 

 

 

 
Figure 4-24 Furniture moodboard: Multiple furniture options with prices.                                                                                  

(Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Compare single furniture (Figure 4-25, 4-26) 

Users can filter which furniture category they want to see and compare with other categories. For 

example, if they only want to see the beds, they can choose beds from the filter and will be able 

to compare all the beds next to each other. They can turn the price on if they want to compare 

based on pricing. This level of visualization can help shoppers gain more confidence as they can 

analyze all the information quickly and efficiently before making a purchase (#Goal 2). This can 

also help reduce buyer's remorse. On the other hand, if the users become confident in what they 

want to order, it will keep them away from ordering multiple options of the same furniture 

category and returning the unwanted options. This again can help reduce return rates and can be 

beneficial for retailers. 

 
 

Figure 4-25. Furniture moodboard: filters. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Figure 4-26 Filter applied. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 

 

Sharing with friends/family (Figure 4-27, 4-28, 4-29, 4-30) 

In my primary and secondary research, it was found that users seek opinions from others when it 

comes to buying expensive products like furniture. Even while collaborating on a project with a 

person, the majority of the users prefer to seek more opinions or feedback from various people.  

 

In Spaces web app, users can share the link with other people by clicking on the share icon. 

Users have the option to turn the pricing on/off and customize the moodboard in various ways. 

This will give the users freedom or control of what is being shared with other people (Figure 4-

27). 

 

Once another person opens the link in their browser, that person can add comments either as a 

guest or can sign in with the spaces app. The guest option is provided to make it easier for people 

to make comments (#Goal 3). Guests who are also interested in shopping for furniture may opt to 

sign in with the app, which will increase app usage and mobile app downloads (Figure 4-29). 
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Figure 4-27. Furniture moodboard: Link sharing. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 

 
Figure 4-28. Furniture moodboard: Guest commenting option. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 

 

The other person can mark the furniture using the drop pin option. This will help the app user 

understand what exactly is being commented on (Figure 4-29). 
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Figure 4-29. Guest comment. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 

Once the other person submits the comment made on moodboard, the user will receive a 

notification in the activity panel of the web app (Figure 4-30).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-30. Furniture moodboard, sharing, notifications. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Details 

The users have the option to see all the details regarding the room in the detail view (#Goal 1). 

They can mark items as purchased if they plan to purchase. They can also modify other details 

like type, price, and website. They can add or edit notes here. The budget option is given on top 

of this page to keep the users aware of their expenditure. This will also help them analyze their 

priorities when it comes to purchasing furniture. They can decide what can be purchased now 

and what can be purchased later. This will adjust their expenses accordingly in the budget 

tracker, which will also be reflected on the home page. (Figure 4-31).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-31. Furniture moodboard: Detail view. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Dashboard 

Once the user completes the purchase, the room card on the dashboard will get updated 

automatically according to the amount spent in making purchases and the amount left from the 

budget (#Goal 1). The total number of items the users purchased will also be reflected on this 

card. The items can be viewed directly by clicking on the number of items purchased (Figure 4-

32).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-32 Dashboard after the purchase has been made 
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Redesigning after user’s feedback 

Based on the feedback I received from the users after discussing the high-fidelity prototype with 

them, I decided to make some changes in two main features of the design: Spaces Clipper and 

Moodboard filter.  

 

Spaces Clipper: Manual data entry 

While designing the Spaces Clipper, I made all the text fields to be filled automatically once the 

users hover and click on the data on the website after clicking on the respective text fields in the 

Spaces Clipper. I assumed that it would make it easier for users to add the details of the 

respective fields with just one click without having to write everything manually. Therefore, I 

did not give any features to help the users add details manually.  

 

However, after taking feedback from the users, I realised that the users actually want the ability 

to enter data manually as well along with the automatic data entry. Users prefer to customize the 

title of the product as per their preference as a lot of the website have names which are hard to 

recall later on. Secondly, users want to write their own notes, instead of only being dependent on 

the websites’ product details.  

 

Therefore, in the new design of the clipper, I added the manual data entry option. I added a plus 

icon next to the text fields. Only when a user clicks on the plus icon and clicks on any 

information on the website, the data will be entered automatically. Otherwise, users have the 

option to manually write everything in the text field. They also have the option to edit data which 

has been added automatically in the text fields. 

 

Spaces Clipper: Currency 

I have limited the first version of my app to only USD and CAD currency. In the original clipper 

design, I had only given the option to add cost in one currency which is USD even though I had 

given the option to change the currency in the budget section on the dashboard (while adding a 

room).  
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After receiving feedback from the users, I added two currency options in the clipper. The 

currency in which the users have initially selected the budget (on the dashboard) will be 

considered the main currency. If the users add the cost of the product in clipper in any other 

currency, the amount will be converted into the original currency (similar to budget) and will be 

reflected in grey font above the cost field. This original currency will be displayed everywhere 

from moodboards to a detail view of products. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-33 Space clipper before redesigning. (Image inside the web app has been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Figure 4-34 Space clipper after redesigning. (Images inside the web app have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Moodboard filter 

In the original moodboard filter, I gave the option to select furniture categories and only those 

furniture categories would be displayed and the room price would remain the same as what they 

had with all the furniture category displayed. However, later on, I realised that it would be better 

if I give the option to change the selection in the single category view with the room price 

changing accordingly in the price window on the top of the screen. This will help users to select 

from various options of single furniture category.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-35 Single furniture category moodboard before redesigning.  

(Images inside the web app design have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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Figure 4-36 Single furniture category moodboard after redesigning 

(Images inside the web app design have been taken from Pottery Barn) 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-37 Single furniture category moodboard after redesigning.  

(Images inside the web app design have been taken from Pottery Barn) 
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4.2 Mobile app Design 

User Flows 

 

During my research, I found that furniture shoppers use both online and offline channels to shop 

for furniture. They do extensive research online and visit multiple stores to touch, feel furniture, 

and take inspiration. Therefore, it was decided to ideate on the mobile app design flow for the 

users. The mobile app will have most of the features which the web app design has, to give users 

more flexibility to add inspiration or furniture images.  

 

With a mobile app, users can add inspiration from wherever they are just with the use of the 

mobile app. The mobile app can be very useful for in-store browsing. Users can take pictures of 

the furniture directly from the app’s camera and add details that will be saved directly in the 

selected moodboard. After observing the furniture shoppers during my research phase, I found 

out that people struggle to remember the details of the furniture they have seen in various stores 

and they do not have one single place to add all their notes and images of furniture. The mobile 

app can help them refer back to the inspiration board while they are in-store and can help them 

see furniture accordingly. This can help in achieving #Goal 1 and # Goal 2. 
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High fidelity mobile app screens 

As most of the features in the mobile app are similar to the web app design, I decided to make 

the high-fidelity screen of only the camera feature as this is a feature that is not available in web 

app design and this can be very useful for the shoppers.  

 

The user can click the picture of the furniture or any inspiration using the app’s camera (Figure 

4-39). Once the user clicks on save, the user will be moved to the next screen where the user will 

be asked to fill in the details of the product. The user can fill in the details and the image with the 

details will be saved directly in the selected moodboard (Figure 4-40). 

 

Figure 4-38 Mobile app user flow 
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Figure 4-39 Using Spaces mobile app camera to click picture. (Living room image from Pottery Barn) 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4-40 Mobile app camera and image details screen. (Living room image from Pottery Barn) 
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Figure 4-41 Web app and mobile app design. (Living room image from Pottery Barn) 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
 

5.1 Summary 

 

Spaces is a product management app designed to enhance the furniture shopping experience. I 

conducted both primary and secondary research to understand user needs. Through the secondary 

research I identified the market gap, and to further validate the problem area, I conducted 

primary research in the form of interviews, surveys, and observations. I used various methods 

such as the customer journey mapping, empathy mapping, and affinity diagram to synthesize my 

research and categorized the design opportunities into 3 main sections: Organization, 

Visualization, and Collaboration. Users struggle with organizing their shopping research and 

selections, they find it difficult to visualize furniture in their space and they prefer to collaborate 

with other people to design their house.  

 

To solve the problems, I started with writing down the solutions, and using the IBM priority 

graph, I selected features based on value and feasibility. I created quick sketches of these 

selected features and developed wireframes.  

 

After multiple iterations and discussions with the users and my supervisor, I designed High-

fidelity prototypes for the web app design and some of the screens for the mobile app.  

 

 I designed features such as Spaces clipper which can help users organizing their browsing 

experience during the research phase of their furniture shopping journey and designed a 

dashboard to help them quickly scan through the important information they require to 

make selections. 

 

 I created user-friendly inspiration and furniture moodboard spaces with features of 

resizing and category grouping to help users visualize various options effectively 

considering their budget. 

 

 I made various features to help users collaborate with other people on the project and also 

receive feedback easily from non-collaborators 
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To conclude, I designed a mobile and web application to help people effectively organize, 

visualize, and collaborate when they are designing for their home project. 

 

 

5.2 Future thinking 

 

Considering the timeline of the project, I narrowed the focus of my research and designed the 

app only for home furniture shopping. However, this application can be expanded in the future to 

be used for most of the furnishing and decor items required to design residential and commercial 

interiors. 

 

With additional features, this application could also be used by Interior Designers, Interior 

Architects on industry projects to organize, visualize, and collaborate on design projects with 

their clients. It can become a useful tool for client-designer discussions on design projects. The 

professional model of my app would have the necessary features for the professional practice. 

These features could include invoicing, purchasing records, and a time management feature to 

keep track of billable hours for each project. 

 

A useful product that does not generate revenue advantages for businesses may not be 

sustainable in the long term. Therefore, a business model can be framed around my app design in 

the future. Spaces project management app can run on the freemium model, make money from 

subscriptions and advertisements. Basic services can be free for users, while additional features 

can be offered via paid subscription. Considering the current version of the app, in the free 

version, users can use all the functionalities of the app but can be limited to a certain number of 

images per moodboard and collaborators per project. In the premium membership, users can add 

unlimited images on moodboards and can collaborate with more people.  

 

Design is endless and I can keep designing features to try to create an ideal experience for the 

users. However, throughout the project, I kept the experience simple by limiting the features to 

create a Minimal Viable Product (MVP) for the initial prototype. The reason I set this limitation 

is that I wanted an application design that can in the near future be further developed and tested 
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with users so as to understand the changes and requirements necessary in future prototypes. I can 

create an ideal experience by adding various features, but it may take time to develop and the 

users may not find it useful. Therefore, I followed the same ideology most of startups follow: 

create fast, fail fast, and learn fast. For future versions, there can be various features like a 

measuring tool in the app itself to support shopping and incorporating augmented reality to make 

the experience easier. More features can be designed after conducting user testing with the first 

prototype of the app.  

 

Lastly, this application doesn’t need to be limited to only the interior design or furniture industry. 

The concept can be applied to any other retail industry and customers could use this product with 

additional features for any other shopping journey and not only for furniture shopping. 
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Chapter 8 Appendices 
 

8.1 Ethics Application 
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Figure 8-1 Survey form 
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Figure 8-2 Survey form 
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Figure 8-3 Survey form 
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8.2 Posters and Exhibition 

 

 

 
Figure 8-4 Poster 1, Abstract 
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Figure 8-5 Poster 2, Research 
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Figure 8-6 Poster 3, Define 
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Figure 8-7 Poster 4, Ideate 
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Figure 8-8 Poster 5, Prototype 
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Figure 8-9 Poster 6, Test 
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Figure 8-10 Poster 7, Future Thinking 
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Figure 8-11 Exhibition, Fine Arts Building, University of Alberta 

 

 
Figure 8-12 Exhibition, Fine Arts Building, University of Alberta 

 

 

 

 

 

Video Link: Thesis Project Video 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/155_LQ8iByBKjOXRmuxs4144p2vpOFzl2/view?usp=sharing

